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QUESTION 1

What is the benefit of using content fragments? 

A. They help standardize branding by creating reusable content to maintain consistency across marketing campaigns. 

B. They can be used to add personalization fields to the email content. 

C. They can be used to add structure components to shape the email. 

D. They can be used to customize emails, and maintain styling and display characteristics of landing pages. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

When should you create a content fragment? 

A. When dynamic content will be referenced in multiple emails 

B. When dynamic content will be referenced in only one email 

C. When fixed content will be referenced in only one email 

D. When reusable content will be referenced in multiple emails 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

One of the feed files contains a column \\'Optln flag\\' which has string values "Yes", "No" and blank. But the destination
column in the custom resource is defined as a Boolean. 

How do we insert the data into this specific column? 

A. Use value remapping to convert String to Boolean 

B. Have three different branches in the workflow so you can use hard-coded values 

C. Use an expression to convert String to Boolean 

D. Use the function to Boolean to convert the value 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

What three steps are needed to set up the double opt-in process? Choose three. 
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A. Create a new recurring delivery. 

B. Set blacklist field of the Profile to false on double opt-in confirmation. 

C. Create a new transactional message. 

D. Create a confirmation landing page based on the Blacklist template or the Subscription template. 

E. Set blacklist field of the Profile to true on double opt-in confirmation. 

F. Create a confirmation landing page based on the Profile acquisition template or the Subscription template 

Correct Answer: BCF 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two component categories are used to filter data in a report? Choose two. 

A. Population 

B. Metrics 

C. Period 

D. Segments 

E. Targets 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 6

A marketer wants to segment an audience across multiple campaigns using the Transactions value held in a separate
table named Transactions. A profile can have more than one transaction, and the value may change between
segments. How can you make this task easier so the marketer can achieve their goal? 

A. Create a filter for Profiles that selects profiles with a transaction that has a value greater than or equal to a specific
value. 

B. Create a filter for Transactions that selects transactions with a value greater than or equal to a specific value. 

C. Create a parameterized filter for Profiles that selects profiles with existing transactions that have a value greater than
or equal to a parameter. 

D. Create a parameterized filter for Transactions that selects transactions with a value greater than or equal to a
parameter. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7
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During a business process, which activity would trigger an event transactional message? 

A. Create event API and publish it. 

B. An external event matching the internal RT event name hits the Message Center Execution. 

C. Personalize the message, test it, and publish it. 

D. After a Workflow completes, the transactional message service is triggered. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

What two activities are required to import a list of contacts from an Amazon S3 bucket into a workflow? Choose two. 

A. External signal 

B. Transfer file 

C. Load file 

D. Extract file 

E. Update profile 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

In a multi-lingual email delivery template with three variants specified, how is the profile\\'s language variant
determined? 

A. By the profile\\'s geographic location 

B. By the segment where the profile belongs 

C. By the default variant type in the content editor and the profile\\'s preferred language 

D. By the profile\\'s preferred language then by the default variant type in the content editor 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

How do you enable notifications on workflows? 

A. Configure a security group and a notification template that should be used when the workflow is in error. 

B. Select the "Workflow status error" checkbox under Notifications in the workflow properties. 
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C. Configure a security group as supervisor in the workflow properties. 

D. Enable the "Workflow notifications" checkbox under Administration > Application Settings > Workflows. 

Correct Answer: C 
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